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THE BILLY GOAT MAGAZINE 
This mq:lzinc was formerly called “The Prophet and the 

Ass. ’ ’ It’s size is convenient, neatly printed and illustrated, 
full of matter that is so “different” from what other papers 
and magazines are putting out as to fully justify its exist- 
ence. The one great purpose of “The Billy Goat” is to 
hrlp IJSITE the different factions of the working class in 
revolt into one great phalanx of ACTION against the eom- 
mon enemy, the Capitalist System of Exploitation. The 
Billy Goat platform, however, covers other topics of sec- 
ondary importance, among them “Separation of Church and 
State; Education of Children up to age of sixteen at ex- 
pense of state for food and clothing if necessary; Political 
and Economic freedom for women; Health, through right 
thinking and right living, and INDUSTRIAL as well as 
POLITICAL action. 

We know comrades, that our purposes is worthy, and we 
lwliore that our magazine, and other “hrain wares” are 
helpful in furthering the great work of EDUCATION, and 
we ask your hearty co-operation in our effort to reach the 
uninformed with the economic TRUTH, which alone eao 
make them FREE. 

At 50 cents the year the price is reasonable, and the 
magazine is worth the money. 30 copies, $1; 5 6-mo. sub. 



FULL of FUN, WIT and FACTS 
HERE IT IS AT LAST. 
We are now publfeh- 

ing” all the “Pa and 
Young America” stories 
in a very neat and epe- 
cially illustrated pam- 
phlet form, 64 pages best 
paper and workmanship. 
A pamphlet that from an 
artistic and literary 
standpoint is a credit to 
the Socialislt movement. 
It is not “cheap looking” 
like so m::ny bookleta. 
Many of these stories 
have never been pub- 
lished before. They are 

the best kind of dope for the uninitiated, and particularly 
good for dialogues. These stories have been put on the 
regular vaudeville stage with great success. Single 
copy by mail prepaid, 25 cents, 3 copies for 50 cents. Sell 
two and gpt your own free; 10 copies for $1; 25 copies 

$2.25.Mxeihan double your money and do good work 
Car the cailse at the same time. 100 ropies by exprw 

not prepaidsf;, It’s your move’ .\ddress 

‘l-HE 1,OCKWOOD PUB. CO. 
KALAMAZOO MICHIGP 





The following editorials on UNITY have been printed 
in the Billy Goat magazine and are here collected and re- 
printed to add cumulative force to the argument. 

The writer believes most sincerely that UNITY is the 
one thing worth while, and that it can only be accomplieh- 
ed on a broad program of fundamental principles, allow- 
ing much liberty of individual opinion on non-essentials. 

Every plank added to a platform or program is a pos- 
sible and probable chance for difference of opinion-and 
“difference of opinion” is what keeps the working class 
from uniting-this and LACK of opinion, and willingness 
to FOLLOW leaders who have opinions, but who, al’l too 
frequently, refuse to drop their personal hobiea and inter- 
ests for the good of a common cause. 

The writer most firmly believes that the working class 
must save itself, that the hope of the future ie in a militant 
and agressive, rank and file. 

The reader is asked to go over the matter herein pre- 
sented solely with a view to determining its value to the 
great camze- and if he finds it of real worth he is asked to 
join in propogating the idea-that a UNITED movement 
against the common enemy may eventually be started 
that will sweep all opposition before it. This appeal for 
UNITY is addressed to ALL workers in revolt, organized 
and unorganized, without regard to present political or 
economic affiliations-We can’t have UNITY, without 
UNITING,-and we can’t cut out any element of the re- 
volution just because of personal likes or islikes. 
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- ” ‘l’hls IS my uuty w 

KikJ To be a;fb;;yeless at the close 

“To use what gifts I have as 

To help some weaker brother 

As when the duties of the day 

To do without complaint what 
must be done ; 

To g;;:u;[ rival all that may 

- . -i- --..-L ,.I- J- - - -1, +L”+ 

To fight with knightly valor 
when I must.” 

---By S. E. Kizer. 

. 



THE FIDDLER AND THE BRIDGE. 
I was at a vaudeville show recently and heard a fellow 

play some very fine music on a one-stringed instrument. J 
came to the conclusion that it is better to play WELL 
on one string than it is to make discord on a dozen. 

Here is the application,-the working-class movement to- 
day is without force, because it lacks UNITY OF PUR- 
POSE AND METHOD. There are a dozen different strings 
-all out of tune with each other, and all trying to get the 
others tuned up to THEIR PITCH, and not willing, at least 
not very willing, to give themselves a twist or two, so to 
speak, in order to get in harmony with the others. At the 
present time there seems to be no “key” note, nothing 
that is acknowledged as basic and standard. 

Just suppose the players in an orchestra would each in- 
sist on tuning his own instrument to suit himself, that is, 
without regard to the pitch of the other instruments; no 
matter how good the individual players, the combination 
would be nothing short of a horrible discord. 

And that’s about our fix right now in the great labor 
movement. We have some mighty good solo artists, spe- 
cialists, and a great many good players on various lnstru- 
ments, but the instruments are not all tuned to one basic 
KEY NOTE,-and the result has been inharmony. In fact 
we’ve been making one ‘ell of a noise, and let it go at 
that. 

You perhaps have heard the story of the old violinist 
who fiddled down the bridge. He played and played until 
he struck the “key note” of the bridge, and then he gob 
the old bridge swaying in unison wit% .the notes of lhis 
violin until it swayed off its foundations and toppled over 
iuto the river. 
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Now I never took much stock in that story,-and you 
don’t have to believe it either, unless you want to. My 
hide has been filled with “stories” ever since I was knee 
high to a grasshopper-and it has taken some years of my 
maturer intellectual development to place these stories 
where they belong, in the category of myths and fiction. 
Fact is, I have a vast assortment of second-hand tradi- 
tions and stories and edicts and “thus sayeth the Lord’s” 
in my mental back yard. I’d sell the whole pile of them 
mighty cheap, now that I’m thru with them-but for all 
that I’m mighty glad I’m THRU with them, for otherwise 
I can imagine someone bringing this same old rubbish, nicely 
revarnished and spruced up with “modern trimmings” to 
mv FRONT door. and trvinn to uass them off on me as 
thk “ 

“U I 
real unadulterated”-pardon the diversion. 

THERE IS A WONDERFUL POWER IN HARMONIOUS 
VIBRATIONS. 

Get this thought-strike a note on a stringed instrument, 
and every other stringed instrument within range will VI- 
BRATE IN HARMONY, if it is KEYED TO THE SAME 
PITCH. 
. The power of harmonious vibrations is probably over- 
drawn in the bridge story, but in the application only, for 

it is because of this wonderful phenomena that wireless 
telegraphy has become a fact, and many new developments 
will f oilow. 

What we need right now in the working class revolt is 
HARMONIOUS THOUGHT VIBRATIONS. that will strike 
a responsive vibration in every working &ass mind. 

How can such thought vibrations be developed? 
In my judgment by first cutting out the NON-ESSEN- 

‘i’lALS and getting down to BASIC PRINCIPLES. 
Here is my idea, if we can find only ONE THING where 

we all agree, this should be made the basis of a new com- 
hination of forces, agreed on this one thing, and AGREE- 
ING TO DISAGREE on everything else, until a second 
thing can be added that meets with UNANIMOUS ap- 
proval. In this way a program could be worked out grad- 
ually, but while being worked out there oould be UNITY 
of action on the ONE GRE-4T ACCEPTED IDEA. 

Separate organization might still be retained to further 
special ideas that the members consider important, but on 
the ONE question of UNIVERSAL AGREEMENT there 
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would be a chance to reach hands across the chasms arid 
feel the VIBRATIONS OF UNITY, that would soon become 
so powerful that the little differences ab,out which men are 
finhting with each other todav would sink into insianifi- 
c&ie, 2nd the army of revolt would soon put up a UNITED 
FRONT ALL ALONG THE --- -. T,TNE. 

I tell you, comrades, we don’t differ much right now on 
the ESSENTIALS-it is the fool non-essentials that we are 
ouarreline about. and it’s about time we auit our foolish 
iess- ando realize’d that the great working-clads movement 
can only sweep on to victory through a UNITED EFFORT 
ON GREAT FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES. 

Here is for UNITY OF ALL FORCES IN REVOLT. 
This is the first plank in the Bill Goat platform for 1916. 
Are you with us8 If so, help us reach the brethren with 
the message of UNITY, talk it, write about it, think about 
it, work for it. 

If you are as sick of capitalism as I am you will be 
willing to allow your fellows some liberty of thought on 
many questions, provided they are willing to UNITE WITH 
YOU on a program that means the overthrow of WAGE 
SLAVERY. 



The Middle-Class and the Master-Class. 



WAN!CED, A NEW DIC!l!IORARY. I 
. 

I once knew a dog, a four-legged dog, that would fight 
anything up to twice his weight in wildcats if his master 
just said “sick ‘em.” The master of this dog boasted of 
his courage, which is undoubtedly a good thing, but for 811 
that I always thought that dog was as big a dam fool a* 
some men I have known later. 

I can go into a bunch of working men right now and start 
a fight as quickly as this dog’s master, anyone can do it- 
all you need to say is just one word-“Sabotage,” or 
“Direct action,” or “ Syndiealism,” or even “Opportun- 
ism,” “I. W. W.” or “Industrial Unionism.” 

In other words each individual member of the army of 
revolt seems to be walking around with a chip on his ahoul- 
der, anxious to have some one jostle him a bit, even aeei- 
dentally, so that he will have an excuse for raising a rough 
house. 

0 l * 

What do all these words mean? 
Frankly-I DON’T KNOW. 

Of course I have my own OPINION about them, but it 
differs so much from other opinions expressed by men aad 
women who have JUST AS GOOD A RIGHT TO EXPRESS 
AN OPINION AS I HAVE-that I take it it would be 
unwarranted presumption on MY .part to say what thgsg 
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word really and truly mean today to the great army of re- 
volt. 

Language is not an unchangeable thing. A word that in 
one century or time or place or condition means one thing, 
is apt to completely change its meaning under different 
conditions, even to mean the very opposite of its original 
meaning. 

The old-fashioned Englkahman who c.omplimented the 
American mother about her two “homely daughters” was 
badly misunderstood. He, did not mean that they were 
“ugly,” but that they made “home” gracious, pleasant, 
it was intended as a high mark of esteem-but the girls 
didn’t take it that way. 

The Socialist movement was once called the “Commun- 
ist movement ” -it really had its birth in the writing of 
the “Communist Manifesto. ” The exebange of terms h%a 
led to no small amount of confusion,-but the terms have 
been exchanged, just the same. 

There is scarcely a word in the English language that 
hasn’t more than one meaning, according to its use, and 
its USER. 

Think this statement over carefully. About three-fourths 
of the differences that exist between the members of the 
army of revolt are the result of a different set of DEFI- 
NITIONS. 

I have often seen men dispute and get red-headed and at 
enmity with each other, wyhen they were both in substantial 
agreement, but one was using a certain definition he held 
in his mind on the auestion at issue. while the other held 
a different conception of it-five minktea spent in agreeing 
on a definition of the terms would have stopped the debate 
and ended in a handshake. 

__ 

Just now the most important thing that could happen is 
for the arm? of revolt in some wav to eet an action that 
will ABSOL?JTELY AND AUTHOl%ITIfELY DEFINE ali 
the words that are in any way a part bf the disputes 
that are now raging amon% thz :orking people. 

H&e is what I’d like to see-all the “wise ones” ‘who 
have a “following” write out their definitions of the things 
they stand for-submit them to their “group’‘-get them 
endorsed-so to speak, and then have all these. deflnitions 
submitted to the great RANK sad E?LE for their choice, 
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with the understanding that when the rank and file have 
chosen the definition they think best, that hereafter this 
will be the UNDERSTANDING of these terms. 

I tell you, comrades, if we only had such an authoritive 
set of definitions on the disputed questions at issue it would 
take but a short time to get together on the great funda- 
mentals-for we would find. in my iudament. that we do 
not differ very much after all-\hit WE HAVE JUST 
BEEN MISUNDERSTANDING EACH OTHER. 

I don’t care a whoop what definitions are put upon these 
terms, only so they are made authoritive and we can all 
accept them and square ourselves to them. 

If there was such definite definitions, the Billy Goat would 
tell you in a jiffy where he stands on any of these ques- 
tions. But at the present time, in the absence of these 
definitiona, he would only add confusion to confusion, by 
butting in and making new definitions to suit. himself, as 
evervone else seems to be doing. 

If” the movement was united-on some FEW great funda- 
mental points, and willing to permit disagreement and the 
widest latitude for friendly discussion and debate on these 
other things? we would hold our lines together in a solid 
phalanx agacnst the enemy. As it now is we are apt to be 
torn to fragments at any moment in a bitter inside warfare 
-while around us steadily marches on the forces of cap- 
italism towards the utter subjugation of the working class. 
And while the masters are thus perfecting their syitem to 
continue to exoloit the workers. as thev have never before 
been exploited,&the workers are ‘spending most of their time 
squabbling with each other like a mess of damn fools. 

Take this word “Sabotage 
what “Sabotage” 

“--let me repeat-I don’t know 
means-I only know what I think it 

means, it hasn’t been defined yet authoritively, and until 
it is I don’t give a damn what it means. 

I do know what the Class Struggle means-1 do know 
what the law of surplus value means-I do know what the 
law of economic determinism means-and one thing that 
it means is that all these transitory questions will pass 
away,--but in the pasaiog they should not retard the great 
onward movement of the revolution. 

I tell you., comrades, we CAN’T AFFORD to allow these 
minor questions to be exaggerated into disrupting forces. 
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The great and crying need of the hour is THE UNITY 
OF ALL FORCE6 IN REVOLT, not the seeking out of new 
points of difference. 

l l l 

I’ve been reading articles by good comrades who ought to 
know better than to write them-about the “parting of the 
ways, ’ ’ and how this and that and the other little thing 
indicates a great and essential cleavage of the workers into 
different camp+1 say damn such talk-THERE ARE NO 
POINTS OF DIFFERENCE SO IMPORTANT AS THE 
POINTS OF UNITY. With an earnest effort to make an 
authorative definition of terms, and free discussion, every 
comrade permitted to think and say what he pleased, these 
points of difference would soon vanish into thin air-they 
are mostly “hot air“ right now. There is no good reason 
why the army of revolt SHOULD NOT UNITE-that is- 
uo reason on their side-but every reason on the r&I.. of the 
master class that they should keep up their petty little 
squabbles. 

Ye Gods! And shall we ever continue to go on flying at 
each other’s throats while the masters of the bread build 
their forts and arm them with gatling guns and drill their 
soldiers awaiting the day when the working class finally 
becomes’ class-conscious? 

From the very depths of my being there arises a cry, a 
cry for UNITY, a cry that I hope those who read this 
article will take up and give new voice until it is heard 
throughout this land of slavery, for it is this cry only that 
means VICTORY. This is the real battle cry of labor- 
UNITY! UNITY! UNITY!-All other cries mean defeat. 

For the sake of the child slaves of capitalism, the sweat- 
shop workers, the women toilers without votes, and the 
great IWSS of poverty-stricken, heart-broken, hopeless bu- 
manitp, I appeal to you, my eomrades, to take up this cry 
for UNITY-and to STOP YOUR FIGHTING AMONG 
YOURSELVES. 
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THE PRIDE OF THE BUILDER. 

1 recently made a careful examination of one of the 
popular make, 1913 model, automobiles. The car is a 
beauty, its lines approach perfection, and every part of 
its mechanism is a work of art as well as a work of acien- 
title accuracy and adaptability. Even tho, under the pres- 
ent capitalistic regime, the working men who made that csr 
were not the owners of their own product, not even permit- 
ted to ride in one of them, yet I could not but feel that 
they were proud of what they had done, and that SO fine a 
piece of work could not possibly have been created without 
the workers having a certain amount of personal interest 
in their work to the extent of being desirous of doing their 
work right. 

It is to me a sad state of affairs that we have reached 
when so large a number of workmen have lost all pride in 
their work, and work simply and solely for the “pay” without 
any interest whatever in the product they produce. That i 

the Master Class,are resuonsible for this to a verv laree 
extent goes without questioning. That the perfe&ion~~~f 
machinery and the division of labor to the point that many 
work on just one piece of the completed product, a piece 
so simple and so made by the machine itself that the indi- 
vidual- worker has practically ceased to be a worker, in 
any creative sense, and become simply a “machine tender,” 
almost literally a part of the machine,-all this tends to de- 
stroy “the pride of the builder,” to take the heart out of ere- 
ation, and to reduce work to toil, to drudgery and to tle- 
spair. 

- - 

For all that there is no excuse for any worker purpoee- 
fully turning out an inferior product, such an act is de- 
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grading to the worker himself and will tend to sink him 
deeper in the mire than anything the Master Class can do, 
for it will destroy his self-respect, at least his RIGHT to 
self respect. 

I remember a story about a man with a very bad temper 
who had a habit of drawing the pictures of people he did 
not like on his barn door and then giving these pictures 
a severe beating with a blacksnake whip. Most anyone 
would sav that this man was both a fool and a coward. 

The workman who has a spite against the “boss’ and 
takes that spite out on his WORK does, in my judgment, 
a most unmanly and cowardly act, an -act that- will not 
help to develop the right spirit of resistance in him or his 
fellows, an act that shows a most narrow and imperfect 
conception of the great work that is yet to be done in 
freeing the toilers from the Master Class rule. 

I would like the workers to develop this feeling towards 
the machinery, the shops and mills and mines, that these 
are all THEIR PROPERTY by RIGHT of production, and 
that it is not going to be long before these things will be 
actually theirs by right of POSSESSION also. If a man 
is a knave who destroys the property of others, he -is cer- 
tainly a fool to destroy his OWN property, even tho that 
property temporarily is in the possession of another. 

Besides. when one takes a broad survev of a matter like 
this he must surely see that such petty” and underhanded 
resistance as is found in poor workmanship and the destruc- 
tion of machinery and products is unworthy and unneces- 
sary, that it leads away from the real solution rather than 
toward it. 

If the working class was really without power it would be 
different, but they are not. The workers in this country 
outnumber the Master Class ten to one, yes one hundred 
to one, aye, even one thousand to one. And shall we admit 
that the one will continue to RULE, and that the best 
we can do is to “soldier” on our job’ or draw his picture 
on the barn door and lick him by proxy? I’m in for licking 
the real thing, figuratively speaking, I mean by this that 
the workers can easily command the entire situation just as 
soon as they have sense enough to UNITE on the basis of 
their common economic interests. 

When I think of this great giant Labor being driven to 
work, starved, beaten, insulted, and ruled by the little 
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pigmy Capital, it excites my funny bone, it is to laugh 
rather than to cry at such a performance. The great big 
ninnie. If it were not for the women and children I 
would feel that Labor is getting just what he RICHLY 
DESERVES. And then to see this Giant trying to play 
some petty little trick one the boss when his back is turned, 
how small and mean and foolish it looks. Wh@ I want to 
see is this Giant AROUSED TO A SENSE OF HIS MAN- 
HOOD AND REAL STRENGTH. 

Don’t tell me that he is bound by chains-these chains 
are MENTAL and largely of his own making. Once let 
the idea of UNITY penetrate his thick brain and every 
chain will snap as a roten thread tied to an elephant’s 
limbs. 

THERE IS NO POWER ON EARTH that can stop the 
working class from possessing the Earth and the fullness 
thereof. except the WORKING CLASS ITSELF. 

Oh for UNAY! This, indeed! is the magic word that will 
spell VICTORY to those who toll and the end of Capitalistic 
exploitation. And the sensible and logical place to unite 
in this country is at the Ballot Box. To refuse t? rife the 
Political power to capture the Economic Power! 19, m my 
judgment, to refuse to be free, to hug a delusion and rc- 
tad the day of emancipation. 

It is all right to organize industrially, I believe in it, but 
I also believe in USING THE BALLOT WHENEVER WE 
CAN. 1 do think that unless we use the ballot soon the 
Masters will take the ballot from us, for they clearly see 
the danger in the ballot when used by the workers in their 
own behalf, and for this reason it is the more important 
that the workers see the advantage in using it. 

Again I say let us UNITE-one big union, yes, indeed, 
and as soon as it can be accomplished! One big Political 
Party of the Working Class,-yes, yes, yes,-let us use ALL 
of our forces against the common enemy. 

Come, comrades, help swell the chorus of our Unity Song! 
It takes two to make a quarrel-you stop your end of 

it and commence to sing UNITY. 
When you find some one who differs with you-instead 

of taking the time to thresh out that difference-just ‘sup- 
pose you start in with the idea of finding on just how 
many things you AGREE. I’ll guarantee you will agree 
on so many things, if you look for agreement in a friendly 
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ww, that the points of difference will seem indeed trivial. 
Try it. 

Come, are you ready to help sing the song of VICTORY? 
Or are you determined to continue the wail of despair and 
disruption and defeat I 

There is no hope but UNITY, it’s the only tune, worth 
while. 



THE UNITY OF A FOUR CYLINDER ENGINE. 
1 recently had occasion to help give an automobile a com- 

plete overhauling and, even though the car was a very 
modest one and not outfitted with any of the modern start- 
ing devices and other things that have been added in the 
last three years, was much impressed with the wonderful 
and complicated mechanism. 

I found tha.t each and every piece of that car was a mas- 
terpiece of workmanship which had required the brains 
of many men to work out to the degree of perfection rep- 
resented. 

I found that the work of one man was as needed and 
important as the work of the others, and that, had any 
slighted their work or turned out an imperfect job the 
ENTIRE CAR would have suffered or become that much 
less efficient. 

I found that the piston valves in the engine cylinders 
were so timed that each one gave its stroke when the 
others were at or approaching the minimum of their 
strength, thus insuring a steady and powerful twist on the 
tlriving ,ahaft. 

1 found that the sparking mechanism (a wonderful little 
electric system, first generated from a dry cell battery 
and then from a magneto run by the engine) was so cun- 
ningly directed that the explosion of gas in the top of the 
cylinder was regulated with the speed of the motor, or 
the speed of the motor was regulated with the apark, 
which could be “advanced” or “retarded” at the will of 
the operator. 

I found that gasoline alone will not run a gasoline engine 
-that t,his gasoline must be mixed with just thr proper 
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quantity of air, and that this proper quantity varied with 
the atmospheric condition and the “pull” of the engine, 
and that the carburetter-or air mixer-was one of the 
most important parts of the car, and that a good earburet- 
ter, properly adjuated, would run a ear many miles more 
per gallon of gasoline than a poor one, and otherwise add 
to the effective running of the engine 

I found the utmost care and patience had been needed 
to put even a very simple automobile together and make 
all of its separate and complicated mechanisms work in 
harmony with each other, and I found here that UNITY 
was the great secret of proper and effective action. 

I found here that there had been no rivalry on the part 
of the separate groups of men who had worked on each 
part of the car, for each knew that the work of the others 
made his own work more effective. Of what use to de- 
velop a wonderful apparatus for mixing air and gas, like 
.the ‘ ‘ Shakespeare Carbo Meter ’ ’ unless the men who had 
worked out the sparking apparatus could furnish a good 
fat spark to this mixture at just the ,time needed$ Of 
what use to apply the spark to the mixture unless the 
group of men who had worked on the cylinders had made 
them so they would all work in harmony and deliver the 
power of the explosion at just the right time and place 
on the driving shaft? The more perfect the work of each 
group, the more effective the combined result. It was not 
a question of rivalry-but of co-operation and co-ordina- 
tion and of harmonious purpose in a given result. 

I can imagine how, if each of theae groups of men who 
had worked, and are still working, on the many different 
parts of automobiles, had all worked, or could all work, 
together in a great shop, how interested they would all 
be with the progress of each department of the work, 
knowing that each little improvement made would assist 
them and make their work more effective-how they would 
all strive for UNITY of result, knowing that without 
DNITY and co-operation their work would be practically 
useleas. 

Why-just take a car now, all in fine running order, take 
it to pieces and let some greenhorn try to put it together 
again-what think you would be the resultB JUST ONE 
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THING out of place means that that car wouldn’t run 
a wheel, or if it did run at all it would kick and balk 
and backfire and raise’ell generally. Even with everything 
in exact place the mere turning of an adjusting screw too 
much or too little would lessen the power or even keep it 
from starting at all. The adjustment of the carburetter 
alone means weakness or strength or total inability to oper- 
ate-for the carburetter is like the lungs of the body, it 
must do its work well or the rest of the car mechanism 
might as well be scrap iron. 

A man can’t live five minutes without breathing-and 
a car won’t run ‘five minutes with a carburetter out of 
working order. A man can’t live many years with diseased 
lungs-and a car won’t last long with an injured or im- 
perfect carburetter-or a good carburetter imperfectly ad- 
justed. 

But the thing I am driving at is this-the need of UNITY 
in mechanical construction-with it we have POWER- 
without it weakness, inefficiency or total disability. 

Society is an “organism.” Lawrence Gronlund proves 
this most conclusively in his “ Co-operative Common- 
wealth,” written many years ago. With all of its compli- 
cated parts working co-operatively and properly, society 
would run as smoothly ad a well made and well regulated 
automobile. The need of UNITY among the different mem- 
bers of society is manifest today in the lack of unity- 
and the consequent disordered, kicking, bucking, inharmoni- 
ous, unpleasant, brutal and maladjusted human relations 
that are everywhere manifest. 

The only way to accomplish the UNITY of society is 
for those who believe in unity TO COMMENCE TO UNITE, 
and keep united and gathering more and more to their 
numbers until the great purpose of organizing society on a 
scientific economic base, with all parts properly adjusted, 
can be accomplished. 

Inasmuch as it is DIFFERENCES that keep people from 
uniting, it is manifest that the program of UNITY must 
be broad, fudamental and SIMPLE, but clear and decisive. 

As we see it, the great need of the hour is for us to 
agree to disagree on non-essentials--to allow others the 
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same privileges that we demand for ourselves-the right 
to think as they please about matters of secondary concern. 

Right now the labor movement is being split into factions 
by a lot of small-calibred men who think their own ideas 
are necessarily RIGHT and that all others must see things 
as THEY DO or be branded as traitors and intellectual per- 
verts. The trouble is not in their thinking that they are 
right-but in their insistence that all others think as THEY 
THINK, and I’m thinking this would be a damn funny 
world if anything like that would really happen. 

On the great fundamentals, however, there is practically 
no chance for difference of opinion. We all know that so- 
ciety is divided into contending economic groups, workers 
and idlers, slaves and masters, employers and employes; 
that the workers who use the tools do not own the tools 
or the product they produce. and are compelled to accept 
a “wage” instead of their economic share of the product 
itself-that through this wage system they are exploited, 
and that this system must be abolished and one of co- 
operative production and equitable distribution established 
in its stead. 

It strikes me that we can get together when we really 
want to get together-and that it’s about time we WANT 
to get together. It strikes me that the division of the work- 
ers into their various contending groups is a shrewd scheme 
on the part of the master class and that the workers 
should get wise to it and understand that they had far 
better line up with other workers with whom they differ 
on some of the minor qusetions, but with whom they agree 
on the MAIN question, than to play in the hands of the 
master class and spend their energy fighting each other 
instead of their real enemy. 

Whenever the workers unite to fight their common enemy 
they GAIN STRENGTH, whenever they fight among them- 
selves they lose strength. Here is for UNITY-that we 
may lick’ell out of the master class and establish the Co 
operative Commonwealth! 



Even the situation of the so-called “middle class” in thim 

country is not altogether pleasant. 



CAN UNITY BE ACCOMPLISHED. 

It i’s about time we were asking ourselves this question 
in a very serious manner. 

I f  it is not possible to unify our forces in revolt, then 
is it hardly possible for us to accomplish the overthrow 
of capitalism and establish the co-operative commonwealth 

For one, I am convinced that both can be done, and 
should be done, and as speedily as possible. 

I do not mean by this that unity can become a fact 
tomorrow or next day, but that we can prepare the way 
to its accomplishment in the not distant future, by OOM- 
MENDING TODAY, is a firm conviction with me, and 
that UNITY should be accomplished before another 
presidential election comes around is of the gravest im- 
portance to the working class movement for emancipa- 
tion. 

Tolerahce of each other’s opiniona; less heat in discus- 
sions and more REIABONING, will help greatly. In all 
these groups that have sprung out of the old system and 
sro in revolt, there are earnest men and women, just as 
earnest as you and I, just as sincere, just as intelligent 
in their general knowledge, though they may he at sea 
on fundamental principles. and thus draw wrong conclu- 
SiCUlS. 

To my mind we have been altogether too prone to 
spend our efforts on non-essentials, passing stages in the 
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developing process, and have not yet learned to “hew to 
the line,” to get right down to hardpan-and build from 
the bottom up. 

It strikes rnle that there are but a FE?W things that we 
all need to know, and the sobner the other things that 
we do not need to know are swept to one side, and we 
spend our energy propagating the things that are basic, 
solid, unchangeable, and simple, the sooner will we com- 
mence to make real headway, progress that is substantial. 

Time and again I have listened to Socialist speakers, 
good speakers, talking about questions that are purely 
speculative and nonessential. Their “pride of intellect” 
has kept them from discussing the simple things. that 
EVERY SOCIALIST KNOWS, otherwise he is not a So- 
cialist; they have desired to interest their Socialist hear-’ 
era. and nossiblv. show their abilitv to grasp the abstruse 
points and shed .new lights upon the old problems. Pos- 
sibly in the past, there has been good excuse for this; 
our- movement should’ not be narrow, our vision should 
not be limited, our minds should aspire to grasp a broader 
and yet broader view of all the philosophies of life, tak- 
ing in fields of intellectual research even outside the 
prescribed limits of economic deductions-BUT- 

When we are doing propaganda work and there is1 one 
single (or married) man in the crowd that does not yet 
understand the class struggle, the law of surplus value, 
the law of economic determimsm, and the fundamental 
points in the historic evolution of the working class 
through savagery, barbarism and into the wage system, 
then the teaching of this man, in these things, is of more 
importance than the pleasing of the rest of the entire 
audience by discussing non-essentials. Not that all the 
evening need bme given to the elncidation of the funda- 
mntal principles-but a goodly part of EVERY MEET- 
ING should be. 

I tell you, comrades, the revolution is not going to be 
carried on an extensive program-it is going to simmer 
right down to a very few things that the people want, 
and want them VERY MUCH, and know WHY they 
don’t get the-and HOW they can get them. 
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&id it is in these fundamental things that the hope of 
UNITY lies, for here we who are already in revolt can 
find a common ground, a nucleus around which can be 
builded the great body of the army of emancipation. 

Listen, see if this, isn’t ‘good solid “hoss sense.” The 
more planks you put in a platform the more chance 
there is for difference of opinion. Now you can’t get 
around that; nor can you escape the logical deduction 
that to net the forces of revolt together. to make It 
EASY to-educate the uninitiated, the~FE%V’RR things we 
have in our national platform the RDTTER, provided, of 
course, that these things are basic. 

I remember once seeing a diamond ring, a small gem, 
in an elaborately carved clnd fantastically shaped set- 
ting, snakes’ beads and scrolls and sick-the poor little 
diamond hadn’t the ghost of a chance, it ~a8 simply 
“lost in the shuffle”-1 have time and again seen the 
diamond of the revolution almost covered from sight by 
its clumsy settings, that were far from 1%karat gold at 
that. 

I say it is time to hew to the line! 
Let us agree among ourselves on a fe’w essential things, 

and then go out and teach our working class brothers 
and sisters these FEW things, and the movement will 
grow apace, confusion will vanish, time wasting and 
enerav diverting discussions among ourselves will give 
way% a zeal for reaching the uninformed with the am- 
ple meessage of FREDIJOM. Old enmities that have de+ 
veloped in the discussion of non-essentials will be for- 
gotten, and a new HEART will be given to the working 
class propaganda. 

I tell you THE PEOPLE WANT SOCIALISM; they 
don’t understand just what is is or how to get it-but 
they want it just the same. 

Nine ballots out every ten that were cast in the last 
election were cast for BETTER THINGS: that is the 
men who voted did the best they could to express by 
their ballot that they were tired, and wanted a change. 
That most of them voted without understanding, goes 
without saying, but they voted with DESlIRE$ and that is 
a very important thing to remlember. 
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The Progreeslve vote was largely a vote of ptotest- 
it was the first vague feeling for something that is 
needed and is not a part of the present system. No doubt 
that at the head were leaders who were seeking to ride 
into power on this new wave of rebellion-no doubt that, 
had they succeeded, the sam,e old system of exploitation 
would continue-but still the fact remains that most of 
the voters were sincere in their wish for some radical 
change, a change that SOCIALISM ALONE can accom- 
plish. 

___- -- 
In my judgment the Democratic party itself was swept 

forward to victory by the votes of revolt. People are 
tired of the old regime of capitalism; they have tasted 
of its misery, their backs have been bended by its toil, 
their minds, are full of worry and anxiety, they want 
CHANG. But will they net it? I .can’t see it coming to _ - 
them. The master class is still all-powerful, the re&ne 
of capitalism will march on, and in its march the rights 
of labor will be subjugated, and the grind will still con- 
tinue-and grow worse, instead of better. There is BUT 
ONE ‘HOPE-and that is SOCIALISM. 

But Socialism is’ not possible until UNITY is effected. 
Shall we wait until the ma%ter claes rub our heads to- 

gether? Or shall we get our heads and hearts together 
of our own free will-and line up like a lot of sensible 
men and women who have found a chance to overthrow. 
through united action, the age-long system of exploitation 
of those who toil. 

Here is the program as I see it: Let us allow more 
latitude of individual opinions on non-essentials, ways and 
means, transitory stages, tactics, etc.; let us agree to 
disagree. where we can, BUT LET US) FIND THE 
FUGDAMENTALSl and line up there-cad I am sure this 
may soon be possible, and that it is very, very desirable. 

If  “leaders” at.& in the way of a program that at- 
tempts to line the working class up in one great army of 
revolt-all the worse for the leaders, for some day they 
will be swept aside and the workers will join hands in 
a common interest for a common purpose. would that 
this message, this call to unity, could reach the ears and 
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hearts of the great rank and file of all these movements 
that are striving to individually:accomplish what is ONLY 
POSSIBLE THROUGH UNITED EFFORT. 

INGERSOLL’S VISION OF TIIE FUTURE. 
“A vision of the future arises. * * * I see a world 

where thrones have crumbled and where kings are dust. 
The aristocracy of idleness has perished from the earth. 

“I *see a world without a slave. Man at last is free. 
Nature’s forces have by science been enslaved. Light- 

ning and light, wind and wave, frost and flame, and all 
the secret subtle powers of the earth and air are the 

tireless toilers for the human race. 
“I see a world at peace, adorned with every form of art, 

with music’s myriad voices thrilled, while lips are rich with 

worda of love and truth; a world in which no exile sighs, 

no priaoner mourns; a world on which the gibbet’s shadow 
does not fall; a world where labor reaps its full reward, 

where work and worth go hand in hand, where the poor 
girl, trying to win bread with a needle-the needle that 
has been called ‘the asp for the breast of the poor’-is 

not driven to the desperate choice of crime or death, of 
suicide or shame. 

“I see a world without a beggar’s outstretched palm, the 

miser’s heartless, stony stare, the piteous wail of want, the 
livid lips of lies, the cruel eyes of scorn. 

“I see a race without disease of flesh or brain-shapely 
and fair, married harmony of form and function, and as 
I look, life lengthens, joy deepens, love canopies the earth; 

and over all in the great dome shines the eternal star of . 

human hope. ” 
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A WORKING PROGRAM FOR UNITY. 

’ Our idea is not to start any new organization to effect 
UNITY-Allah knows we have enough organizations al- 
ready. Neither would we attempt in any way to destroy 
any organization now in the field-let each stay as long as 
its members feel it has a work to do. But let US get a 
UNITY committee with representatives from every organ- 
ization in revolt against capitalism, a committee from the 
rank and file. Let this “Unity Committee” get together 
and outline a UNITY PLATFORM and Program-to be 
submitted to their respective organizations, a platform that 
cuts out all points of controversy, sticks close to the funda- 
mentals of the working class revolt along class lines, and 
for the overthrow of the wage system of exploitation. 
Such a program would need to be short and clean-cut, other- 
wise no agreement could be reached-and otherwise no 
agreement WJLL be reached and no PEACEABLE solu- 
tion will be found. 

Whenever there is a National or Local election this 
Unity Committee could meet-work out their programs- 
submit to their respective organizations for referendum- 
and the workers could all LINE UP against the common 
enemy-during the interim the different organieations‘could 
pursue their respective lines of work as they see fit, thus 
retaining their integrity and pushing their special pro- 
grams. 

In case of strikes or any great injustice done the work- 
ers the unity committee could outline a plan of action and 
co-operation among the different groups, thus bringing our 
UNITED POWER to bear at the right time and place 
against the common enemy. 
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It is this kind of a UNITY that holds the master class 
together-and makes them rulers of the situation. 

It is apparent that the broadest democracy would be re- 
quired and that the “ leaders ” of the respective organiza- 
tions would necessarily be eclipsed by the greater movement, 
and the rank and tile would function as it should-and it’s 
high time that the rank and file saings into the situation 
and takea hold of the rudder. 

I say UNITY can be accomplished. 
I insist that it should be accomplished. 
I plead with you that you help, right now, to get this’ 

ideal in the minds of the workers of all organnzations. 
Stop your petty squabbling with each other and join 

hands to wrest the power of exploitation from the Master 
Class. It can be done-it should be done-it must be 
(lone-if the working class ever gains its economic freedom. 

We need your help in this great work. Push! push now, 
and push hard And here is the way to push-Thus far all 
this matter has been TALK-merely talk. Now we want 
action, 

Here is a pledge-read it carefully-and sign it delib- 
erately. 
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UNITY PLEDGE, 

I HEREBY AGREE not to quarrel or wrangle, 
or in any way enter into unfriendly discussions with 
any member, or members, of the working class, on 
such subjects as are matters of dissension and dis- 
pute, other than as a mediator with the purpose of 
showing the disputing workera the things they have 
in COMMON that should bind them together in a 
solid phalanx against the common enemy. 

I further agree to reach hands across all chasms 
that separate me from my fellow workers who will 
agree to line up with me on the great fundamental 
principles of the Socialist movement, that standa for 
the Collective Ownership of the Means of Production 
and Distribution, the Abolition of the Wage system 
and the peaceable establishment of the Cooperative 
Commonwealth. 

It is understood that in the above I do not agree 
to forsake any organization to which I now belong, 
but to work for a UNITED FRONT, through a 
friendly co-operation between existing organizations, 
in all great political and induatrial battles against 
the Master Class, the basis of said UNITY to be 
worked out by a “UNITY COMMITTEE,” members 
of which are to be elected by each organization, and 
all acts of said committee to be submitted for ratifica- 
tion to the rank and 6le of each respective organiza- 
tion represented. 

I especially pledge myself to work for a UNITED 
POLITICAL BATTLE against the Capitalist System 
in 1916, with but ONE platform and ONE SET of 
candidates in the ileld representing the Working 
olass. 

Signed _______...._.....___.................................................. 

City... __.__......._.................................................... 

St. No ____...................... __ . ..-.-....__.___........ State . . . . . . . .._.__......_~... 
I am a member of (give political party and indus- 

trial organization if any) _.___________.______....................~....~~..... 
Send postage for blank pledges-and send signed 

pledges to 

G. II. LOCKWOOD, KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN. 
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It is necssary to make a START some place. 
This plan IS a start, it is something tangible, without 

disorganizing or interfering with any existing organiza- 
tion it starts at once to prepare the soil for co-operative 
ACTION, by preparing the minds of the workers and cen- 
tering them on the things in common and the need of a 
UNITED opposition to the Master Class. 

It will undoubtedly be hard to get this idea going prop- 
erlv. but it can be done, if every one really in favor of 
UNITY will ge behind and push! and keep pushing, a 
mightly power can be developed inside of each existing 
organization that will erpstalize in a few years into 
UNITED ACTION AGAINST THE MASTER CLASS- 
and we all know that if this can be accomplished the end 
of capitalism has come. 

Sign the pledge and get others to sign-no m’atter whether 
they belong to your organization or ANY organization- 
go out and GET THEM for UNITY and VICTORY. 

We want to hear from all who are in sympathy with the 
UNITY idea-it looks good to us-if you see any flaws in 
it please explain them-we are anxious to get this plan 
down to a workable base that will ue accepted by the 
great rank and file of the e.xploited working class. 



A PLEA FOR UNITY. 

Today society is divided into two important eco- 
nomic classes, the Capitalists and the Workers, the 
tool owners and the tool users, the non-producers and 
the producers. The non-producers, through their 
private ownership of the earth and tools, are able 
to EXPLOIT the non-owners-hence those who cre- 
ate everything have nothing and those who create 
nothing have everything; this is accomplished 
through the “wage-system,” and the wage system is 
perpetuated through the political machinery of the 
Master Class; dividing the workers into contending 
political factions, and also into contending ECO- 
NOMIC groups. I 

No man made the earth-it properly belongs to 
ALL men. 

Workingmen made the tools, the railroads, mines, 
factories and the workshops, and they properly be- 
long to the working class. 

As long as the workers are DIVIDED they will 
be EXPLOITED. 

Whenever the workers get together in ONE group 
and line up against their exploiters they will be able 
to establish a new economic regime giving to thz 
workers the full social value of their toil, undimin- 
ished by interest, rent, or profit. 

Ar. vod willing to let the Capitalists continue their 
rule of “Division and Subtraction? ” Or do you 
want to “get together” with your fellow workers 
and establish a rule of economic EQUALITY, LIB- 
ERTY and FRATERNITY? SIGN THE PLEDGE 
--and get others to sign. 

“UNlTY PLEDGE” postcard, printed an heavy 
stock, brown ink, 6c per doz-just cost and, postage. 

“UNITY PLEDGE” and “A Plea for Unity,” on 
hack of same, printed on ledged paper, 25 for 10 
Tents, 100 for 25 cents. Please help push: 
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The Billy Goat Publications 
If you want something to read that is hot stuph 

you should get next to some of these new pamphlets 
and books that the Editor of the Billy Goat, G. H. 
Lockwood, is turning out; they are all good for 
what ails the working class. 

“How to Live 100 Yea.ra,” cloth 75c, paper’50e. 
This book teaches people how to LIVE RIGHT and 
thus make the doctor with his pills and dope bot- 
tles unnecessary. It is full of good wit, good logic, 
and common sense, and will save its price in one 
week in decreased cost of living to anyone who 
reads it, besides adding more vigor and life energy. 
Must be read to be appreciated. 

“Pa and Young Ameri&x.” Something like Peck% 
Sad Boy-only here the boy is good and teaches 
;‘Pa” many valuable economic lessons he needs to 

know. Cloth 35c, paper 25~. 

The Story of Giants and Their Tools-A most in- 
teresting account of the development of the tools 
from the stone age up to the present day. The 
entire economic life of the race told in simple story 
Form, with a very important bearing on the modern 
nroblems of life. Cloth 35c, paper 25~. 

The Priest and the Billy ‘Goat-A plain talk to 
priests who “butt in” to politics and economies- 
no attack on the Catholic church, but a defense of 
the principle of “~ep~dion of church and atW?,” 
and protection of the public schools, paper 10~. 

The Soldier and the Billy Qoath cutting and sar- 
castic analvsis of the soldier’s nlace in modern so- 
ciety-Thii is sissing hot and makes a burning ap- 
peal for the day when swords shall be made into 
pruning hooks. Price lOc, paper. 

Mrs. Lockwood’s Book of B~citdion~, on halftone 
stock with several fine halftone pictures of Mrs. 
Lockwood, together with many of her favorite poems 
and recitations, all suitable for labor meetings. 
Priae 25~ 

6 books listed above for $1.00 

THE &OCBLWOQP PUB. CO., Kalamazoo, Mieh 



Only One of Its Kind 
This school is as unique, in some respects, as “THE BILLY c&AT.” 

ftaobiect ia to assist young men and woman to earn their at 
practical art work, a work that is healthful, pleasant and ~ys bdtu 
than 0rdhU-Y hard labor. The school makes no DrOfuse pretensions. It 
has a thorough, honest and reliable course by correspondence, and the 
Resident work is practical. Besides teaching art, the resident atudentr 
are taught to be noble men and women. tho none of their rcrigioua or 
political views are interfered with in any way. Instead, a broad spirit ef 
tolerance and fellowship is developed that results in the building up ef 
strong ebaracters. 

If laterated write for Information. 

Lockw&MArrkhool 
, 



Is it Worth While to be Healthy? 
I f  it is, then the little booklet, “How to Live 100 Year‘s” 

is worth while, for it will teach you the simplest laws of 
health, and enable you net only to escape the doctor-‘s 
bills, but also to add many years to your life. 

It shows up how “doctors” make “business,” and how 
the people must learn to KEEP WELL if they do not 
wish to pay tribute to the worst bunch of grafters the 
capitalist system has yet produced, 

It advertises no “apparatus nor “remedies,” but 
teaches you to Think right and to LIVE right, thus 
avoiding the results that come from disobedience to Na- 
ture’s Law And it shows Nature’s method of curing 
disease without “medicine.” 

This book will save many lives. It may save yours. 
and will add many years to the life of anycme who will 
read it and apply the simple rules it teaches, as well 
as save many dollars now spent for things that are 
harmful to the physical organism 

NOW READY FOR DELIVERY I 
Paper 50 cents; three copies$l.OO ; ten copies $2.50. Cloth 75 cents 

three copies $1.50 ; ten copies $3.50. 

SELLR EASY1 EVERYONE NEEDS IT1 

The Lockwood Pub. Co. 
KALAMAZOO MICHIG4N 



do the vety best 
UPOW bow - the 

F!!fELlvey best I can; 
dq7l-t I mean *to keep 
domj so UdIl the 4 
end. If the end brags 
me 0tl.t ali rljht, what - 
zs said ayamst me 
won’t UmouPt to any- 
thy. y the end briny 
me -out wrong, ten 
ayeis. swearing I f 
WQS right .woufd~ 
die no d$krence. 

- Abra hnm Lincoln 


